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A B S T R A C T

To realize simultaneous removal of pollutants released from coal-fired power plants, we carried out a theoretical
study on catalytic oxidation of NO and Hg0 on the surface of single-atom Pd/g-C3N4 catalyst (Pdsac/g-C3N4),
because after NO and Hg0 are converted to NO2 and Hg2+, products can be well absorbed in WFGD by using
higher water solubility. Detailed reaction patterns in the mechanisms of Eley-Rideal (E-R), Langmuir-
Hinshelwood (L-H), and termolecular Eley-Rideal (TER) were involved in this calculation. We revealed char-
acteristics of catalytic reactions in thermodynamics and kinetics, and it was found most reactions were favorable
in thermodynamics, and part reaction paths can take place spontaneously and irreversibly. Kinetics analysis
evidenced the chemical reaction rates were all very fast because of short half-lives of reactants and large reaction
rate constants. Fitted Arrhenius formula suggested the lowest activation energies of NO and Hg0 oxidation were
just 0.46 eV and 1.81 eV, and therefore we speculated that Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst should be a potential catalyst
for catalytic oxidation of NO and Hg0.

1. Introduction

Nitrogen oxides (NOx), and mercury species (Hg) have been con-
sidered to be important compositions of air pollution, and drawn global
concern due to their considerable contribution to depletion of ozone,
formation of acid rain, occurrence of photochemical smog, and persis-
tent damages to human’s health [1,2], therefore demonstrating huge
urgency on their abatement.

Coal-fired power plants are observed as one of the primary an-
thropogenic emission sources of these pollutions [3,4], and even with
the equipment of air pollution control devices for coal-fired power
plants, the total amounts of Hg, NOx, and SO2 released from power
industry in China of 2017 year were still up to 468.87 ton [5], 1.14
million ton [6], and 1.20 million ton [6], respectively. To control pol-
lution emission, coal-burning power stations tend to equip with com-
plex air pollution control devices including selective catalytic reduction
device via ammonia injection (SCR-NH3) to de-NOx [7–9], activated
carbon injection method (ACI) to de-Hg° [10–12] and wet flue gas de-
sulfurization (WFGD) device to de-SO2 [13,14]. Although these tech-
nologies have been widely utilized in coal-fired power plants, it remains
many serious and ineligible disadvantages. In detail, for ACI method to

de-Hg°, the main issue is the high cost of carbonaceous sorbents [15];
for SCR-NH3 equipment to de-NOx, disadvantages mainly include cat-
alyst poisoning [16], poor catalytic rate at low temperature [17], and
catalyst massive attrited consumption at high temperature [17]. More
seriously, NH3 used in SCR-NH3 method is a kind of hazardous gas, and
leakage of NH3 can not only hurt human’s vision, skins, and respiratory
systems, but also can generate ammonium salt which may block the
heat exchange tubes, bringing about security risks [3]. In addition,
traditional SCR catalyst such as V2O5-MoO3/TiO2 and WO3/TiO2 are
poisonous materials, and after several years of application, these cata-
lysts would become chemical waste causing secondary pollution for
environment [18,19]. Therefore, it is very valuable and imperative to
explore new technology to control NOx and Hg° emission from coal-
fired power plants.

Simultaneous catalytic oxidation of NO and Hg° has been seen as a
potential substitute for traditional ways [20–25], and as a kind of clean
gas, oxygen [26,27] instead of toxic chlorine [28,29], hydrogen
chloride [20], hydrogen bromide [30], and ozone [31,32], could be
seen as a no-pollution oxidant for catalytic oxidation of NO and Hg°.
After NO and Hg° molecules are converted to NO2 and HgO molecules
by O2, the generated NO2 and HgO can be conveniently removed
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through wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) device owing to good
water solubility of NO2 and Hg2+ [33]. Besides, catalytic oxidation of
Hg° can also improve removal capacity of unburned char for mercury
species due to increased adsorption energy, from −0.3 eV [34] (Hg°) to
−3.21 eV [35] (HgO). However, it is extremely tough for elemental
mercury (Hg°) and NO molecules to be oxidized to Hg2+ and NO2 in
flue gas. It is widely known that the homogeneous oxidation efficiency
of Hg° with O2 in flue gas tends to be low (nearly zero) [36], and even if
parts of SCR catalysts such as MnOx-CeO2/TiO2 [37,38] have good
performance on Hg° catalytic oxidation, SCR catalysts can barely
achieve simultaneous removal of NOx without injection of hazardous
NH3. In addition, NO molecules can hardly be oxidized in boilers as
manifested by NO still takes up the main proportion of NOx in flue gas
[39]. Therefore, to realize wide application of NO catalytic oxidation
and Hg° catalytic oxidation technology in the future, the key issue is to
design and prepare compelling catalyst with low chemical reaction
energy barrier for catalysis.

Noble metal catalysts were considered as primary choices for cata-
lysis of small gases because of their compelling catalytic activity, and in
particular Pd-contained catalysts were considered to be the one of the
most attractive options for Hg° oxidation [40]. According to study of
Hou et al. [41], the oxidation rate of elemental mercury by the surface
of Pd-based catalyst can exceed 90 %, and in the light of report of Xu
et al [42], graphene-supported Pd catalyst can also catalyze small gas
such as CO molecule very well, with a relative low energy barrier of
0.29 eV, so it is natural for us to select Pd as the candidate for selection
of catalyst in the usage of simultaneous oxidation of nitric oxide and
elemental mercury.

The high cost of Pd metal has been a obvious shortcoming in its
commercial application, but single-atom catalysts (SACs) can sharply
reduce the usage amount of noble metal in catalysis. With the ad-
vantages of high activity, selectivity and atomic utilization rate, SACs
have become a hotspot in the fields of catalysis science and chemical
engineering [43–46]. Vorobyeva et al. [47] prepared g-C3N4 by calci-
nation of cyanamide at the temperature over 820 K, and then succeed in
anchoring single-atom dispersed Pd atoms on the hexagonal cavity of g-
C3N4 substance by post-synthetic microwave irradiation assisted de-
position, with the metal loading radio of 0.5 wt.% relative to the car-
riers. Considering the material synthesis method was well developed to
simplicity, and single-atom Pd/g-C3N4 catalyst has shown great capa-
city for series chemical reactions, such as CO oxidation [48], CO2 re-
duction [49] and O2 activation [50], it is natural for us speculate this
catalyst may hold outstanding performance on catalytic oxidation of
NO and elemental mercury molecules.

In this work, we systematically studied the adsorption character-
istics of reaction gas as well as chemical reaction paths in different
reaction mechanisms, and performed comprehensive analysis using
thermodynamics and reaction kinetics methods to talk about the fea-
sibility of simultaneous catalytic oxidation of nitric oxide and elemental
mercury on the surface of Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst in flue gas. As we know,
it is first time to propose simultaneous removal of Hg0 and NO by multi-
catalytic oxidation using SACs, and we hope our work can not only
contribute to the further understanding of g-C3N4-based catalysts, but
also provide important guidelines for pollution elimination from coal-
fired power plants.

2. Computational methods

All calculations in this work were carried out using density func-
tional theory (DFT), and the combination of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional and projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials was
utilized in the software of Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP
5.4.1) [51]. It has widely convinced that the method of PBE-PAW is a
great way for calculating the interaction between small-size gas mole-
cules and solid surface [52–54]. Taking into consideration of atomic
magnetism, the impact of spin polarization was added [55], and

considering the effect of weak interaction, van der Waals dispersion
correction (Grimme-D3) was involved in our calculations [56]. In the
light of researches of others, a 2× 2×1 g-C3N4 supercell was created
[49,57], and a 15 Å vacuum layer was set up to avoid the effect of
mirror interaction [58].

The cutoff energy of 500 eV was determined for the plane-wave
basis set by corresponding test, taking both calculation accuracy and
time cost into account, and detailed test data can be acquired in Fig. S1.
In accordance with previous reports [59–61], the value of Gaussian
smearing is determined as 0.05 eV in metal-carbon-nitrogen atoms
systems, and a 3× 3×1 Γ-centered k-point mesh grid is used for the
calculation of structure relaxation, which has been proved to be ra-
tional and accurate by our test in Fig. S2 and others’ previous study
[62]. In detail, the threshold of structure relax was set at the level of
0.05 eV/Å, same as previous literature [62]. To get more accurate en-
ergy information, a 7× 7×1 Γ-centered k-point mesh grid was
adopted for electronic self-consistent field calculation, and the con-
vergence precision was 1×10−5 eV.

To located transition states in reaction paths, we adopted a method
of joint application of climbing-image nudged elastic band (Cl-NEB)
[63,64] and improved dimer (IDM) [65], same as our previous works
[66,67]. Cl-NEB method was utilized to roughly locate the geometry
structures of transition states, at a 1× 1×1 Γ-centered k-point mesh
grid level and with the force convergence of 0.1 eV/Å, and then based
on the rough structure, IDM method was used to acquire accurate
structure of transition states at the 3× 3×1 Γ-centered k-point mesh
grid level with the force convergence of 0.05 eV/Å. In addition, to
check the structure of transition states and to get thermodynamic en-
ergy, vibrational frequency calculations were performed, with finite
displacement of± 0.02 Å [68].

Adsorption energy (Eads) was applied to describe the adsorption
strength between catalyst surface and corresponding gases, and values
of Eads can be calculated by Eq. (1) [69,70].

= − −E E E Eads sys gas cata (1)

Where Esys, Egas, and Ecata present the energy of total adsorption system,
isolated free gases, and pure catalyst, respectively. In detail, if the value
of Eads is negative, it means this adsorption process is spontaneous, and
when the absolute value of Eads exceeds 0.5 eV, the adsorption would
belong to stable chemical adsorption [71].

The oxidation energy barrier (Eoxi) of each step in reaction paths can
be obtained from Eq. (2) [39]. It is worth noting that total energy
barrier (Ebar) consists of oxidation energy barrier (Eoxi) and desorption
energy barrier of products from catalyst (Edsp), thus Ebar should be the
largest value between Eoxi and Edsp.

= −E E Eoxi TS IS (2)

Where EIS and ETS mean the energy of adsorption initial states and
transition states, respectively.

Thermodynamics analysis was carried out to explore the reaction
equilibrium constants (K), and it was can be calculated from the Eq. (3)
[72].

= − = − ×ΔG G G RT LnKFS IS (3)

Where GFS and GIS are the Gibbs free energy of finial state and initial
state of each reaction path, respectively. In addition, the Gibbs free
energy of gas and solid catalyst can be obtained via the Eqs. (4) and (5),
respectively [73].

= + + −G T E ZPE RT TS( )gas ele (4)

= + −G T E ZPE TS( )solid ele (5)

Where Eele is the electron energy of chemicals in ground-state; ZPE is the
zero-point energy; R means the universal gas constant, 8.62×10−5

eV·mol−1·k−1; T is the Kelvin temperature; S is the entropy, and values
of entropies were calculated by vibrational frequency analysis.

Kinetic analysis was carried out based on conventional transition
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state theory depends on Eq. (6) [74], and the half-life of reactant (t0.5)
of unimolecular reaction was calculated by Eq. (7) [75].

= ×
−K K T

h
RT
P

ΔG
K T

( ) exp( )TST B Δn b

B0 (6)

=t Kln 2/( )TST
0.5 (7)

Where KB is the Boltzmann constant, 8.61×10−5 eV·k-1；T is the
Kelvin temperature, K; h is the Planck constant, 6.58×10−5 eV·s; ΔGb

is the energy barriers based on Gibbs free energy, eV; Δn=0 (unim-
olecular reaction) or 1 (bimolecular reaction); P0 represents standard
atmosphere pressure (atm), 0.1 MPa.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. The model of Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst

The optimized structures of g-C3N4 support and single-atom palla-
dium catalyst have been provided in the Fig. 1, and some key para-
meters including average bond length between Pd and N (d, Å), charge
transfer on Pd atom (q, e), and binding energy of Pd atom on single-
atom catalyst (Eb, eV) were summarized in Table 1, noted that the
calculated data in this work kept great consistence with others’ re-
search, evidencing our calculation was credible. Stability is a key issue
for SACs. He et al. [50] investigated different sites on g-C3N4 support,
and they found hexagon cavity surrounded by graphitic nitrogen atoms

should be the most suitable site to anchor Pd atoms because of the
largest binding energy. Li et al. [76] further pointed out single-atom Pd
had a high migration energy barrier in this structure. Therefore we
constructed model as Fig. 1(b) to simulate Pdsac/g-C3N4 in this research.
From Fig. 1(c) and Table 1, it was observed that the electrons were
running off the metal atom catalyst, so there existed ionic bond effect
between metal atom and carbon nitride substrate. In addition, from
PDOS plot shown in Fig. 1(d), we discovered a obvious hybrid peak
between 4d orbit of Pd atom and g-C3N4 carrier, demonstrating strong
Pd-N covalent bond formed in catalyst structure. Accordingly, the Pd
atom should be anchored stably in the hole of g-C3N4 sheet, and the
large binding energy of single atom palladium on the surface of g-C3N4

might contribute to the combination effect of ionic bond and covalent
bond.

3.2. Adsorption characteristic of reaction gases

Adsorption is the origin step of chemical reactions. Moreover, ad-
sorption analysis can offer important guidelines for searching initial
and finial structures of reaction paths, so the adsorption characteristics
of corresponding gases including a single oxygen atom, oxygen mole-
cule, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, co-adsorption of oxygen with nitric
oxide, elemental mercury, and mercuric oxide on the surface of Pdsac/g-
C3N4 catalyst were studied systematically. Herein, we constructed dif-
ferent adsorption configurations of gases, and selected the most stable
adsorption constructions of individual gas molecule, as well as co-ad-
sorption of different reaction gases as research objects as pictured in
Fig. 2, with less stable configurations accessible in Fig. S3. In addition,
adsorption energy and the bader charge transfer (Δq,e) of substance, Pd
atom and adsorbed gases were offered in Table 2. Apparently, adsorbed
gas is always being enriched in negative charge (except Hg°), and
atomic charge on palladium atom arises from 0.43 e on pure g-C3N4 to
0.64 e (O), 0.61 e (O2), 0.65 e (NO), 0.61 e (NO2), 0.59 e (NO+O2),
0.40 e (Hg°, decreasing), 0.69 e (Hg°+O2), and 0.75 e (HgO), respec-
tively. Considering the electronegativity order of involved elements in

Fig. 1. Structural characteristics of Pdsac/g-
C3N4 (a) optimized structure of g-C3N4 support
(b) optimized structure of Pdsac/g-C3N4 cata-
lyst (c) electronic density difference (EDD) of
catalyst, yellow area represents gaining elec-
trons and cyan-blue area means losing elec-
trons (d) projected density of states (PDOS) of
catalyst. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).

Table 1
Key parameters of Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst, including the average bond length of
Pd and N (d, Å), Charge transfer on Pd atom (q,e), and the binding energy of Pd
atom on Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst (Eb,eV).

Pd/g-C3N4 dPd-N(Å) qPd(e) Eb(eV)

Calculated data 2.49 −0.43 −1.43
Literature data 2.49 [76] −0.50 [77] −1.42 [76]
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reaction system is O > N>C > Pd>Hg, it is reasonable for Pd atom
always transferring electrons to g-C3N4 substance as shown in Table 2.
Besides, it is because Hg element owns weaker electronegativity than
Pd atom, charge transfer of Hg is negative value during adsorption
process, which is opposite to other reaction gases.

According to Sabatier principle [78], ideal catalysts should interact
with atoms or molecules within a mild strength: interaction between
reactants and catalyst should not too weak in order to adsorb the re-
action gases, and it also should not too active that may block desorption

of products. Oxygen adsorption is the key step of catalytic oxidation
and from Table 2, it is found that adsorption energy of oxygen is
-0.78 eV, demonstrating this adsorption belongs to chemical adsorption,
therefore single-atom Pd catalyst might well has enough activity for
catalytic oxidation reactions. In addition, the adsorption energies of
NO2 and HgO are -1.14 eV and -1.99 eV, and these values are obvious
lower than reported graphene-supported single-atom iron catalysts with
corresponding data of 2.06 eV [66] and 2.34 eV [79], indicating the
activity of Pdsac/g-C3N4 is within a reasonable interval. Therefore, it is
natural and reasonable for us to speculate single-atom Pd catalyst an-
choring in g-C3N4 carrier may hold potentials on catalytic oxidation of
NO and Hg0.

3.3. Reaction paths of NO oxidation on Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst

3.3.1. E-R reaction mechanism of NO oxidation
There are two different reaction paths through E-R mechanism in

the light of different adsorption configurations of NO molecule at-
tacking adsorbed-state oxygen molecule, and corresponding config-
urations in reaction steps have been shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Herein,
IS, TS, and FS represent initial state, transition state, and finial state
respectively, and virtual frequency values of TS structures were marked

Fig. 2. Adsorption configurations of corresponding reaction gases on Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst.

Table 2
Bader charge transfer (Δq,e) and adsorption energy (Eads, eV) of reaction gases
in adsorption system.

Gas ΔqPd(e) Δqg-C3N4(e) Δqgas(e) Eads(eV)

O −0.64 0.07 0.57 −3.06(−3.56 [50])
O2 −0.61 0.25 0.36(0.48 [48]) −0.78(−0.69 [48])
NO −0.65 0.47 0.18 −1.32
NO2 −0.61 0.18 0.43 −1.14
NO+O2 −0.59 0.02 0.57 −1.82
Hg0 −0.40 0.41 −0.01 −0.30
Hg0+O2 −0.69 0.07 0.62 −0.79
HgO −0.75 0.18 0.57 −1.99
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in figures as well. For path1 of E-R mechanism labeled in Fig. 3, the NO
molecule firstly adsorbed over the oxygen on the surface of catalyst,
and then attacked O2 atom going through 0.77 eV energy barrier to
form NO2 molecule. Given large amounts of literatures have reported
that desorption of NO2 molecule owing high activity tend to be a huge
obstacle for recycling of catalysis, it is necessary to take desorption
process into consideration when we estimated difficulty of NO catalytic
oxidation. In path1 of E-R mechanism, desorption barrier of NO2 from
catalyst surface was 1.27 eV, notice that this value was calculated by
subtracting the energy of NO2 and residual chemical on solid surface (as
shown in Fig. 2 (a)) from energy of FS1. Obviously, in this path, the
rate-determining step of NO catalytic oxidation is desorption process of
product, rather than oxidation generation of NO2.

Furthermore, we provided a vertical position for NO molecule to
interact with adsorbed-state oxygen on catalyst, and the second reac-
tion path was labeled in Fig. 4. Firstly, NO molecule adsorbed over
adsorbed-state oxygen with 0.67 eV exothermic heat. Then, the effect of
oxygen activation was obvious and played a pivotal role because the
bond length of O1-O2 was intensely enlarged from 1.39 Å (IS2) to
1.94 Å (TS2), and then 3.87 Å (FS2) in reaction process. The whole

reaction process includes only one transition state, and the oxidation
and desorption energy barrier are 1.02 eV and 0.02 eV, respectively.
Different from path1 we mentioned above, the rate-determining step of
path2 is the oxidation reaction of NO molecule instead of NO2 deso-
rption. In actual, the reason why NO2 molecule is hard to escape from
catalyst in path1 may well contribute to the existence of an unpaired
electron on nitrogen atom according to NO2 electronic structure, thus
making NO2 molecule more active than some other gases such as CO2.
However, in path2 after formation of adsorption configuration IS2, the
oxidation mechanism of NO is the stretching process of O1-O2 bond,
and the generated NO2 molecule would be move away from the active
center of catalyst, causing weak desorption energy barrier of NO2 mo-
lecule, so these two reaction paths in E-R mechanism showed different
rate-determining steps. Besides two reaction paths we talked above, it is
possible that oxygen dissociates with a low activation energy, and then
combines with NO in E-R mechanism, however, this reaction me-
chanism share the same finial state as FS1, demonstrating its rate-de-
termination step is desorption of products. In the view of the whole
catalysis reaction process, it is restricted by the same kinetic condition
as path1, so we ignore this mechanism in this work.

Fig. 3. Top and side views of NO oxidation reaction configurations in E-R mechanism (Path1).

Fig. 4. Top and side views of NO oxidation reaction configurations in E-R mechanism (Path2).
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3.3.2. L-H reaction mechanism of NO oxidation
The reaction path of NO oxidation in L-H mechanism was studied

and detailed reaction configurations have been shown in Fig. 5. First of
all, NO and O2 bonded on the surface of single-atom catalyst, and in the
meanwhile 1.82 eV heat amount was released. The exothermic energy is
far more than adsorption energy of oxygen molecule on Pdsac/g-C3N4,
so in the view of stability of system, the co-adsorption of NO and O2 in
the starting of L-H mechanism would be much more stable compared
with single O2 adsorption in E-R mechanism. After co-adsorption of
reactants on catalyst, the O2 atom not directly connected to metal atom
gradually took leave from O1 atom, and after getting over the oxidation
barrier, O2 atom linked with NO molecule to generate NO2 molecule. In
path3, the oxidation energy barrier from IS3 to FS3 was 0.79 eV, in-
dicating this reaction can happen with ease even at low temperature. In
this stage, apparent oxygen activation took place as manifested by bond
of lengths of O1-O2 increasing from 1.30 Å (IS3), 1.71 Å(TS3) to 3.32 Å
(FS3), so oxygen activation can be seen as one of key indicators in NO
oxidation. The desorption energy of NO2 from FS3 was 1.27 eV, so the
chemical reaction rate of NO oxidation in L-H path was determined by
desorption process of NO2, which was very similar to path1 in E-R
mechanism.

3.3.3. TER reaction mechanism of NO oxidation
In actual chemical reaction, it is likely that two NO molecules attack

oxygen molecule at the same time, and therefore we systematically
investigated NO catalytic oxidation by the surface of Pdsac/g-C3N4

through TER mechanism, and detailed reaction configurations were
plotted in Fig. 6. From IS4 in Fig. 6, we watched that oxygen molecule
has been in activated-state, and two NO molecules were attacking
oxygen atoms simultaneously above the adsorbed oxidant, and after
overcoming a energy barrier of 0.69 eV, the configuration of IS4 was
transformed to TS4, and then converted to FS4 where two NO2 were
produced eventually. The oxidation energy barrier through TER me-
chanism is just 0.69 eV, and this is the lowest value among all reaction
paths, indicating NO oxidation can take place with ease by the surface
of Pdsac/C3N4. It is also implied that even though co-desorption energy
barrier of generated two NO2 reach 1.57 eV, which is the largest des-
orption barrier among all provided paths, considering symmetry of FS
in geometry, if the products escape from the surface of Pdsac/g-C3N4

catalyst step by step, the desorption barrier of a single NO2 molecule
should be about 0.79 eV, therefore we speculated the desorption pro-
cess in TER mechanism would not inhibit catalysis very seriously.

3.3.4. Residual oxygen atom reaction mechanism
Besides TER mechanism, all NO oxidation reactions in E-R me-

chanism and L-H mechanism consist of two reaction stages. The first
stage is NO molecule react with first oxygen atom of oxygen molecule,
which has been comprehensively talked about in path1 to path3. The
second reaction stage is the removal of residual oxygen atom bonded on
the surface of catalyst, whose configuration can be seen in Fig. 2(a), and
this stage determines the capacity of catalyst to work continuously.

The removal of residual oxygen is directly related to feasibility of
catalysis cycle, because if the energy barrier of removing this oxygen
atom is too high, it would seriously hinder the following catalysis re-
action. From Table 2, we found the desorption of one oxygen atom need
to endothermic 3.06 eV, but the desorption of one NO2 adsorbed on
catalyst just need to take in heat of 1.14 eV, therefore NO catalytic
oxidation using residual one oxygen might promote the whole reaction
process extremely. Herein, the catalytic oxidation of NO molecule by
residual oxygen atom has been provided in Fig. 7, and both energy
barrier of NO oxidation and NO2 desorption were less than 1 eV, sug-
gesting this reaction can take place easily.

3.4. Reaction paths of Hg0 oxidation on Pd/g-C3N4 catalyst

To investigate the feasibility of NOx and Hg° simultaneous removal
by single-atom Pd/g-C3N4 catalyst, we furthermore explored Hg° cata-
lytic oxidation. Due to the considerable low volume fraction of mercury
species (about 72 μg/L [80]) compared with oxygen (about 4%∼6%
[81,82]) and NOx (about 400 ppm [81]) in flue gas, and in the light of
the extremely inert of Hg° molecule, we assume it is relatively hard for
elemental mercury to compete active sites or co-adsorbed on metal
atom catalyst with oxygen molecule. Therefore, L-H and TER me-
chanism should not be the main reaction mechanism and herein we just
talk about possible reaction paths in E-R mechanism.

Reaction configurations of Hg° oxidation in E-R mechanism have
been plotted in Fig. 8, and after getting over a energy barrier of 2.09 eV,
there exists a structure of O-Hg-O on the surface of catalyst. Even
though the oxidation energy barrier of 2.09 eV is relative higher, this
mainly results from the selection of weak oxidant (O2) and the natural
inertia caused by full-occupied valence atomic orbit of Hg° as [Ar]
5d106s2. In fact, compared with energy barrier on metal-modified car-
bonaceous materials (4.27 eV [6]) and V2O5/TiO2 catalyst(more than
5 eV [83]), Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst owns more outstanding performance
on mercury oxidation in the view of catalytic reaction energy barrier.

Fig. 5. Top and side views of NO oxidation reaction configurations in L-H mechanism (Path3).
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Chen et al. [84] studied Hg0 oxidation by HCl gas on the surface of
α-Fe2O3, and found the energy barrier was 1.44 eV by DFT calculation,
but they ignored the desorption process of generated HgCl2 molecule. In
this work, the desorption of newly generated HgO molecule from cat-
alyst surface is a endothermic process with 2.39 eV heat supplement,
however in actual, it is just one possibility, because the structure of O-
Hg-O is also likely to promote formations of Hg2O molecule [85], HgO2

molecule, and Hg2O2 cluster [86] in complex flue gas. The generation of
HgO2 is the public stage for four products. In addition, the forming of
Hg2O2 was considered as Hg0 adsorption process on FS6, and it was
spontaneous, so main products should be determined by desorption
barriers. In order to guarantee the comprehensivity of this work, the
relative energy variations with different products were talked about
and detailed energy changes have been provided in Fig. 9. Given dif-
ferent products and desorption processes, we found the desorption
barriers of possible products were 2.39 eV (HgO), 2.17 eV (Hg2O),
1.84 eV (HgO2), and 1.81 eV (Hg2O2), respectively. Though catalytic
oxidation of Hg0 to different products can take place at the same time,
their reaction speeds are varied largely. According to Arenius formula
(kTST=Ae−Ea/RT), the formation of Hg2O2 cluster would exponentially
faster than the generation of HgO due to the lowest desorption energy

barrier among all possible desorption products. Therefore it will be the
dominant mechanism and largely facilitate Hg0 oxidation. Moreover, if
the elemental mercury molecules react with oxygen to yield Hg2O2, the
issue of residual oxygen atom blocking catalysis cycling would be
overcome as well. Thus, the formation of Hg2O2 cluster structure would
promote the simultaneous removal of nitric oxide and mercury species
pollutions using catalytic oxidation method.

3.5. Thermodynamics analysis

We carried out thermodynamic analysis to explore the thermo-
dynamic spontaneity of catalysis reaction. Gibbs free energy variations
(ΔG) and the equilibrium constant (K) of different paths were calculated
according to Eq. (3). As shown in Fig. 10, most reaction paths of NO
oxidation was spontaneous because of ΔG<0 but reaction pattern re-
garding to Hg° oxidation could be seen as non-spontaneous process due
to ΔG＞0. In detail, the increasing of temperature would strengthen
thermodynamics spontaneity in first step of NO oxidation in E-R and L-
H mechanisms (path1-path3), but for mechanism of residual oxygen
oxidizing NO (path5), the rise of temperature would have an inhibit
effect in thermodynamics.

Fig. 6. Top and side views of NO oxidation reaction configurations in TER mechanism (Path4).

Fig. 7. Top and side views of NO oxidation reaction configurations by residual oxygen (Path5).
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From the variations of natural logarithm of equilibrium constants
(K) with temperatures exhibited in Fig. 11, we further proved the NO
catalytic oxidation by the surface of Pdsac/g-C3N4 via path1, path4, and
path5 was spontaneous, and this conclusion kept agreement with above
analysis about ΔG. Moreover, when temperature was under 650 K,
equilibrium constants was more than 105, evidencing the conversion

rate of forward direction of NO oxidation will be far deeper than that of
reverse direction and those reaction steps can take place completely and
irreversibly. Besides, the values of ΔG<0 and K in path3 was smaller
than 105, suggesting NO oxidation by L-H mechanism was spontaneous,
but the chemical reaction depth was not very well, so the reactants can
hardly be converted to NO2 completely. As for path2, it was observed

Fig. 8. Top and side views of Hg0 oxidation reaction configurations in E-R mechanism (Path6).

Fig. 9. Different desorption modes of oxides of mercury from FS6 in path6 (a)Directly desorption of HgO molecule from FS6 (b)Formation of Hg2O2 cluster and
desorption of Hg2O from FS6 (c)Directly desorption of HgO2 molecule from FS6 (d)Formation and desorption of Hg2O2 cluster from FS6.
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that both path1 and path2 belonged to E-R reaction mechanism, but
different from path1, path2 was a non-spontaneous reaction, however,
considering the fact that IS1 was more stable than IS2 owing to higher
adsorption energy, we can conclude the occurrence possibility of path1
was far more than that of path2 in E-R mechanism, so path2 would not
the main NO catalytic oxidation path in E-R mechanism. In the light of
the fact that ΔG>0 and LnK<0, Hg° oxidation on the surface of Pdsac/
g-C3N4 was always non-spontaneous reaction. Some studied Hg° oxi-
dation on the surface of RuO2/TiO2 [20] and V2O5/TiO2 catalysts [87]
respectively, and they found FS structures in reaction paths tended to
have higher relative energy than IS or other stable intermediates, in-
dicating catalytic oxidation of Hg° always need continuous endothermic
devotion, which kept great consistence with the conclusion in this
work.

3.6. Kinetic analysis

In flue gas, the possibility of trimolecular reactions is far less than
that of unimolecular reactions and bimolecular reactions. In addition,
the contents of Hg and NO is just about 0.72 μg/L and 400 ppm in flue
gas, leading to it is very hard for two Hg or NO molecules attacking
adsorbed-state oxygen at the same time, so the TER mechanism of
catalytic oxidation was ignored in kinetic analysis. For IS1 in path1 as

well as IS6 in path6, we can consider oxygen and catalyst as a whole
due to stable chemical adsorption of oxygen on Pdsac/g-C3N4. Then we
calculate the adsorption energy of NO molecule and Hg° over the ad-
sorption system (O2+catalyst) is 0.41 eV and 0.02 eV, respectively,
both not belonging to chemical adsorption. Moreover, from Fig. 3, we
can also observe NO molecule do not bind on adsorbed oxygen strongly,
further suggesting NO molecule interact with adsorbed oxygen weakly.
Therefore the small interactions between NO and catalyst containing
oxygen suggest IS1 and IS6 are unstable and reactants can hardly form
stable intermediate complexes, and the reaction modes of path1 and
path6 are bimolecular reactions. In contrast, for the IS2, IS3 and IS5, all
reactants have been connected on Pdsac/C3N4 inseparable in geometry,
and the adsorption energy of all reactants on Pdsac/C3N4 catalyst are up
to -1.10 eV, -1.82 eV and -3.07 eV, so we consider path2, path3 and
path6 should belong to unimolecular reactions.

Natural logarithms of reaction rate constants (KTST) of oxidation
reaction step have been plotted in Fig. 12, and we observe high tem-
perature can greatly promote the chemical reaction rate. To intuitively
reveal chemical reaction speed, we further provided half-life of re-
actants (t0.5) for unimolecular reaction in Table S2, and it has been
found that the conversion of reactants is very spanking even at low
temperature, for example the t0.5 of NO oxidation by L-H mechanism
(path3) is less than 0.007 hour at room temperature (298.15 K, 1 atm).
Moreover, we find the t0.5 of reactants in residual oxygen removal
process (path5) is only 4.87× 10−8 hour at low temperature
(298.15 K, 1 atm), indicating Pdsac/g-C3N4 barely suffer from the issue
of residual oxygen atom poisoning which seriously block catalytic ac-
tivity of some other carbonaceous catalysts [66,88]. According to Ar-
rhenius formula, we fit out the prefactor (A) and activation energy (Ea)
in Table 3, and the result demonstrates that catalytic oxidation of NO
and Hg° by the surface of Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst can take place easily,
and the activation energy are 0.46 eV and 1.81 eV, respectively.

The desorption barriers of NO2 are 0.02 eV∼1.57 eV in this work
and these values are far less than that of single vacancy graphene-based

Fig. 10. Gibbs free energy variations of different reaction paths with different
temperatures.

Fig. 11. Natural logarithm of equilibrium constants (K) with different tem-
peratures.

Fig. 12. Natural logarithm of reaction rate constants (KTST) of oxidation reac-
tion step with different temperatures.

Table 3
kinetic parameters for different reaction paths.

Paths Ea/eV A

Path1-NO oxidation 0.93 8.09× 1011/s−1(mol/m3)−1

Path2-NO oxidation 1.52 1.73× 1012/s−1

Path3-NO oxidation 0.95 2.15× 1014/s−1

Path5-NO oxidation 0.46 2.39× 1011/s−1

Path6-Hg0 oxidation 1.81 1.26× 1014/s−1(mol/m3)−1
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single-atom iron catalyst (2.06 eV [66]) we reported previously. In the
meanwhile, Hg2+ desorption would not a serious issue because com-
pared activation energy of Hg0, the desorption energy of Hg2O2

(1.81 eV) is not very large. In the light of large oxidation rate by kinetic
analysis and the relative desorption energy barriers of products, we
confirmed that Pdsac/g-C3N4 can be a potential catalyst for oxidation
removal of NO and Hg0.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we systematically study the adsorption mechanism and
catalytic oxidation patterns of NO and Hg° on the surface of g-C3N4-
based single-atom palladium catalyst. The detailed reaction modes in L-
H, E-R and TER mechanism are researched. In addition, corresponding
thermodynamic and kinetic analysis have been carried out to obtain the
temperature effect on the equilibrium constant and reaction rate. It is
found that most of reaction paths are spontaneous, and for NO catalytic
oxidation, almost all equilibrium constants exceed 105, suggesting re-
actions of NO oxidation are irreversible. Kinetic analysis reveals that
half-life of reactants is very short, and the lowest activation energies of
NO and Hg° oxidation are just 0.46 eV and 1.81 eV, respectively.
Considering the advantages of outstanding activity, high utilization rate
of metal atoms, and avoiding usage of toxic oxidant, we conclude that
Pdsac/g-C3N4 catalyst can be a potential material for catalytic oxidation
removal of NO and Hg°.
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